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ABSTRACT 
 

Time, in the world of these days is a part of the most valuable concepts that every person who is looking for discovering 
the facts and new phenomena is going to reach that. 
 The skillful people of that field are trying to save the time and the lateral expenses in all scientific, cultural, economical 
and political fields.  
One of these concepts in computer is using the distributed Nets. 
Today, Grid net in this field is a part of the newest concepts of computer world in this field and will establish an 
enormous change in the world in front of us.    
We've tried to give a short explanation also about the calculation under the net and its advantages by referring  to Grid 
concepts (distributed nets).  
We consider the necessity of using calculations under net or the same grid computing.  
We are trying to optimize the load balancing by an innovative procedure of distribution under the load balancing in 
normal conditions .  
Since, our country in current years has tried to join this modern net in an international level, but we haven’t had any 
remarkable motion in that yet. 
But why we failed that? 
Because we should increase the security ratio up to the international level and achieve the necessary potential in soft 
ware environment . 
It should be mentioned that all considered results have been simulated and reached in virtual and soft ware 
environments. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Nowadays we witness that without information and communications technology, human's life would face the 

fundamental crisis, and you can claim bravely that all economical, political and social ties of humankind without 
calculations would be meaningless.  

The newest technology in today's world calculations is under tae network that all science would be related to this 
technology and it is not much far in future. 

By passing of time and demanding to communication among the organizations , administrations and even many 
people that are scattered through out the world , they have a high mass of calculations through the distributed nets and 
most of them act as an international organization .  

This mass of calculations are demanded to a very fast processing with high expenses.  
One of these new technology that is helping this distributed system , is Grid or calculations net that need no high 

expenses for computing .    
Scientists who are willing to extend the Grid net , have drawn a picture of the world in front of us that every body 

can enter and uses the fiscal power in that world easily .  
In new methods, instead of using the exclusive computers (like clasters) for solving the grand problems , we can 

use the existing computers in distributed nets that do not use the whole fiscal power which are often donotuse their 
whole fiscal power beside , many attempts that have been done to collect the scattered power (which are often useless) 
to carry out their tasks . 

These calculating sources although do not have the power and coordination as an exclusive computers, but most of 
them could be found a lot in public centers like:  

Universities, administrations, libraries and even in the homes that have a powerful link to internets are the samples 
of them.  
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This causes that the fiscal power to be in a high level , but its price is rather lower , especially the expenses of 
taking care of that , is up to the source owners and the management of this system , that merely uses the sources over 
line in program timing [1,2,3] .  

By using of computers, The Grid power in distributed nets it has no meaning. Regardless of your weak and 
elementary computer, you may reach the power of a computer which is now used in Pentagon.  

In current time , many experts in the world as : Mr Radykoomar, Baya and his colleagues are trying to develop this 
great goal and help this important issue by extension the Grid soft ware sim in java language [4] and in continuation of 
this case Mr : Madhoo cherry and Mr Radykoomar could solve the analytical issues in Grid sim . [5]  

And also Ms : Parvin Hasanzadeh could add some training classes to this soft ware that these classes could explain 
and speed up the fiscal issues in distributed nets . 

Now, we're trying to optimize the load balancing in distributed nets by using this soft ware and the related training 
classes, but we couldn't get any optimum results from FIFO (First input First output) procedures. 

In this text, we considered an initiative method under the title of Normal distribution which had more acceptable 
results in comparison with the other methods but there might have a possibility to test some other methods for 
optimizing the achieved results.  

 
2-Load balancing in Grid net  

In general, the most important problem in Grid is , allocating and managing the sources for different issues , and 
be able to produce the necessary efficiency . 

Algorithm and also a lot of methods have been offered for net calculations load balancing to increase the Grid 
efficiency and maximum using of the sources , and of course the Grid experts have had a lot of activities in this field 
and have been able to use this world wide web with a high fiscal power .  

If it is supposed that the resources in Grid whether be allocated by random or we allocate the tasks of the sources 
without using any methods, we would face a lot of problems with high expenses as : unemployment , wasting the power 
, allocating the sources with high expenses and increasing the rate of traffic in resources .  

There fore, the importance of load balancing in Grid environment is so high , that we consider it as a substructure  
Many methods have been suggested for allocating the tasks to the resources as : Resources capacity processing , 

resources distance from the users , using of genetic algorithm , using of ants' colony  algorithm and the other methods 
which we them here, have focused on the first method that allocates based on the resources capacity processing. 

In this method more issues are allocated to the resource with more capacity . 
The sources capacity that we'll talk about it more , in the following chapter , is based on the algorithm which 

allocates that capacity . 
 

3- Method, Society, The example of studying and the devices for gathering the information. 
Introducing the algorithm allocation is based on the sources capacity processing by using of normal distribution.  
In this way , we show each portion of a source as a ''share'' and we introduce each source as a ''Ri'' and the source 

capacity processing by ''RiPC'' , also we identify the number of the tasks which should be done with ''NT'' and then we 
will calculate each share of the source as below : 

Each share of the source will be achieved through dividing capacity processing of that source by the sum of the 
sources capacities and multiplying the quotient by the number of the tasks For example : if we have 3 sources with the 
following capacity processing and 100 tasks, reaches the source in every second? so how much is the share of each 
source ? 
 

                                                           NT = 100          NT 
R1pc = 300 MIPS    
                                                                                     
 R2pc = 500 MIPS     
                                                                        
R3pc = 200 MIPS 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure no 1: the identified sources have processors and the machines. 
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4: Key founding  
Reviewing the Grid nets  
As we can see in the figure ,since the source no 2 which has more RPC ,so more tasks will be allocated to that , 

there fore we will have more optimum from the sources which has more capacities . 
As are sult advantages are as below: Decreasing the traffic, optilmum using from the source and the other 

advantages that have come to help the Grid net and have been able to introduce the Grid net as a strong fiscal and also it 
makes users be more willing to use it ever day so many people are eager to join Grid net in all parts of the world  
 
5: Resulting : 

In this example , 3 sources as Recouec -2 , Recouec -1 and Recourc -0 are used and our first source has 3 
machines as below :  

The first 2 machines of the source have 4 PE and the last one has 2 PE . (figure one) and the sources capacity will 
be received from the sum of PE capacities : 

As we explained above the capacities are identified by ''MIPS'' in Grid ism .  
With regarding this , 1/15 , 5/15 and 9/15 are the powers of the first , second and third sources and we save them 

in information array we and use a uniform distribution for source allocation to our tasks . 
By this definition it has created a random number by using of ''Grid sim , rand and double sample'' that we use it 

for selecting the sources for the tasks so if the random number is smaller than 1/15 ,we leave the task to the first sources                                 
but if it is less than 9/15 we leave it to but not to the third one . 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 and 3 : The array for saving the sources power and the array for doing normal distribution and allocating the 

sources to the tasks , So we can see that we use much from, These sources which have more capacities . 
 

In chart no 1, you can see that as much as the sources power is high, the number of the tasks will be more done. 
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Chart no 1 : you can see some of the tasks which have been done by the sources 1 to 3  
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Chart no 2 : you can see the power of each sources . 
 

Response time R0 = 1271-177=1094 
Response time R1 = 658-31=597 
Response time R2 = 490-37=425 
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By comparing the response time with sources power processing in charts 3 and 4 , we result that this method has had an 
acceptable result to optimize the load balancing , but it is not an ideal method for us , why ? because although a few 
tasks have been allocated to the low power sources , but it will spend a lot of time for allocating , so we hope by using 
the other algorithms as : genetic , ants' colony the other examines be taken , there fore it gives us a better optimum . 
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Chart 3 : the response time in the first performance for the sources , 
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Chart no 4 : the response time in the second performance of the sources 
 

In chart 3 you can see the response time in the first performance for the sources, and in chart no 4 you can see the 
response time in the second performance of the sources. 
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